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Abstract
How the synaptic connections in the nervous system are genetically encoded and
formed during development remains an unsolved problem. The known connectivity
of the nervous system of the nematode C. elegans provides an opportunity to search
for the genes involved. The circuits for male mating behavior form a complex neural
network that would seem to require a large family of molecular cell labels for preand postsynaptic cell recognition. It is suggested that a combinatorial code of neural
cell adhesion proteins specifying the network of connections may be discovered by
comparing the expression patterns of candidate genes with the pattern of connections.

It may seem foolish to use the word “final,” like the word “never,” to
describe anything in science. Nevertheless, from today’s perspective, what
the connections are in our nervous system, the connectome, seems to be
the last major gap in our knowledge of the phenotype, certainly in that
aspect of the phenotype which is neuroanatomy. How mind emerges from
brain remains one of the great mysteries. Through over a century of neuroscience research, we know that thought, consciousness, and behavior
emerge from electrical circuits in the brain. As long as the structure of these
circuits remain undescribed, knowledge of the properties of the individual
cellular components—the neurons, glia, and muscles—and the nature of
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their pairwise connections taken one-by-one will be insufficient to understand the function of the complex system they create when taken all
together. The information required to build this structure lies somewhere
in our genes, but we do not know where.
This conceptually elementary aspect of the phenotype remains unknown
today because tools are still not available to access it. The essential tool that is
required, the electron microscope (EM), is cumbersome and has a tiny viewing window. It is unmatched to the size of the nervous systems of even most
small invertebrates. Sydney Brenner, recognizing this, looked for the
smallest animal he could find with a nervous system that might be reachable
and as is well-known, settled on the free-living nematode worm
Caenorhabditis elegans (Brenner, 2009; Emmons, 2015). After 15 years of
effort, in 1986 the connectivity of each of the 118 classes of neurons in
the 302-neuron nervous system of the adult of one sex, the hermaphrodite
(the “female” sex of C. elegans), was publisheddthe first connectome
(White, Southgate, Thomson, & Brenner, 1986). But this was the limit.
Even the nervous system of the male worm could not be fully deciphered
and no similar work was attempted for over a decade (Sulston,
Albertson, & Thomson, 1980). With the male, size was not the issue.
The problem was in the accounting. The male nervous system is larger than
that of the hermaphrodite and there were too many connections between
too many branched neurons in the posterior ganglia that control mating
to be managed by the pencil-and-paper methods of the 1970s (D. Albertson,
personal communication). While EM imaging and methods to decipher
electron micrographs still struggle today to gain traction on larger nervous
systems, for the C. elegans male the PC was sufficient to overcome the
accounting problem and the mating circuits were described in 2012
( Jarrell et al., 2012).

1. HOW DOES IT WORK? HOW IS IT BUILT?
As Brenner pointed out in his first major paper on C. elegans, for the
nervous system there are two chief and somewhat independent questions:
how does it work and how is it built (Brenner, 1974)? It was hoped that
knowledge of structure would shed light on both of these questions and this
expectation has not met with disappointment. An early experimental study
guided by the structure revealed how the worm moves forward and backward and responds to light touch (Chalfie et al., 1985). Since that time a
great number of experimental analyses have uncovered the functions of
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individual neurons and elucidated circuits driving further components of the
worm’s behavior (see WormBook.org for reviews). In the case of the male,
the structure of the mating circuits gave insight into the complex decisionmaking process by which the male integrates inputs from a large number of
sensory neurons to guide its efforts to inseminate the hermaphrodite ( Jarrell
et al., 2012).
Similarly for how it is built—and, crucially, how it is genetically
specified—knowledge of the structure made it possible to contemplate what
cellular and molecular mechanisms might underlie its formation. John
White considered the issue carefully (White, 1985; White, Southgate,
Thomson, & Brenner, 1983; White et al., 1986). His reconstruction revealed that the nervous system of the hermaphrodite has a rather simplified
structure compared to those of other animals. The component neurons,
constant and stereotyped in number and identity, are largely unbranched
and run for long distances in bundles with a constant and small set of neighbors. The neighbors are the same in every animal. This describes the ventral
nerve cord and even the more complex nerve ring, which is essentially a
large parallel bundle of fibers running around the pharynx (Fig. 1). As a neuron can only establish a synaptic connection to an adjacent neuron, and
moreover, since in C. elegans it does so with a large fraction of these (average
of 45% for four examples examined), the neural cell adhesion proteins that
presumptively establish and stabilize these bundles must constitute one set of
important genetic determinants of overall connectivity.
In order to adhere to another neuron, a given neuron must first come
into contact with it. As pointed out by White, in C. elegans opportunities
for contact are determined initially by the cell lineage. Only a few cells
undertake long-range migrations to relocate from their place of birth. Thus,
the neighbors available for association during outgrowth of a neurite are the

Nerve ring
Ventral nerve cord

Posterior
ganglia

Figure 1 The nerve bundles of the C. elegans nervous system, visualized by a reporter
gene that expresses the fluorescent protein GFP in all of the neurons. Image from Hang
Ung, Jean-Louis Bessereau laboratory, France.
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cells born nearby. In the lineage, which is reproducible from animal to animal, cells of a given type do not in general arise together from specialized
branches (the gut, a clone, is the exception that proves this rule). Rather,
the distribution of cells across the lineage appears somewhat chaotic with
disparate cell types related as siblings or cousins (Sulston, 1983; Sulston,
Schierenberg, White, & Thomson, 1983). The underlying principle seems
to be that cells are generated near or at the location where they are needed.
In the case of neurons, they are born near the neurons they initially fasciculate with. Probably the usually single outgrowing growth cone is drawn
from its starting point into the neighborhood that maximizes its set of adhesive interactions. As a result of this mechanism, in addition to the cell recognition and adhesion genes that establish and stabilize process bundles,
another set of genes that contribute to specification of nervous system architecture is apparently the set of developmental regulatory genes that underlie
determination of cell fate in the lineage.
Cell contact alone is not sufficient to specify the connectome. Although a
neuron synapses with a significant fraction of its neighbors, it does not synapse with all of them. Since the number of choices is small, White suggested
a second signal might simply be neurotransmitter/receptor matching.
A simple model would be that for each pair of neurons or neurons and muscles, cell contact triggers a recognition event that results in synapse formation
with a certain, genetically specified probability depending on the cells
involved. Closer analysis reveals this model is too simple. To address the
question, Richard Durbin examined the cell contacts and synapses made
in a single animal by presumptively equivalent neurons, the members of
homologous left/right pairs (Durbin, 1987). Such pairs exhibit a natural variability in the extent of their contacts with neighbors as well as in the number
of synaptic connections they make with them. If synapse formation occurred
with a certain fixed probability dependent upon the extent of contact, then
the amount of contact with a particular target and the number of synapses
made to it should co-vary. But Durbin found that they did not: the member
of a pair that made more contact with a particular partner did not necessarily
make more synapses with it. A similar result has been found when synapse
size as well as synapse number is taken into account (C. Brittin & S.W.
Emmons, unpublished observations).
A number of experimental studies in C. elegans have revealed something
about additional contact-independent mechanisms. First, formation of a
presynaptic structure can be regulated—induced or inhibited—by signals
from cells not directly involved in the synapse itself. The HSN motor
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neuron is induced to form a presynaptic structure intended for muscle by a
signal from an epithelial cell, and this occurs at a particular location on the
HSN neuron whether the muscle target is present or not (Shen & Bargmann,
2003). The AIY interneuron is similarly induced to form presynaptic structures by a signal from a glial cell, while the DA09 motor neuron is prevented
from forming presynaptic structures in dendritic regions by signals from epithelial cells (Colón-Ramos, Margeta, & Shen, 2007; Klassen & Shen, 2007;
Poon, Klassen, & Shen, 2008; Shao, Watanabe, Christensen, Jorgensen, &
Colón-Ramos, 2013).
Second, synapse formation at one location on a neurite can influence the
formation of a synapse to a different target elsewhere on the same neurite. In
the case of the HSN neuron, if formation of a presynaptic structure at the
proper location is not induced, presynapses at inappropriate locations
adjacent to inappropriate targets are not pruned away. Pruning requires
the protein degradation pathway whose activity is spatially regulated by
the synapse-inducing signal (Ding, Chao, Wang, & Shen, 2007). In the case
of a class of body wall inhibitory motor neurons, induction of presynaptic
sites on the ventral side of the body is necessary to prevent their formation
in dendrites on the dorsal side (Howell, White, & Hobert, 2015). It seems
there is a balance wherein the multiple synapses formed by a neuron are in
competition with one another.
The picture that emerges is one in which neurons are somewhat promiscuous for synapse formation. These synaptogenic tendencies are directed
toward the small set of potential partners in contact. Assembly of a presynaptic structure is governed by both internal mechanisms and external signals,
likely through regulation of a dynamic balance between biosynthetic and
break down pathways or possibly transport pathways within neurites. For
neurons that make en passant synapses, where to assemble a presynaptic density to communicate with a partner that may be in contact over an extended
region is potentially a structural problem that might be solved by an external
signal. This is not an issue for C. elegans alone. A recent EM reconstruction of
a region of mouse neocortex has shown that here too neurites make en
passant synaptic connections to their targets (Kasthuri et al., 2015).

2. THE C. ELEGANS MALE MATING CIRCUITS—A TYPICAL
NEUROPIL
All of these featuresda small, stereotyped number of unbranched
neurons in a highly structured arrangement, constant from animal to animal,
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forming en passant synapses guided by outside signalsdmight seem to make
the C. elegans hermaphrodite nervous system a poor representative of most
animal nervous systems for the purpose of figuring out how synaptic connections are in general specified. Certainly the structure does not resemble
the textbook image in which a neuron sends out an axon behind a growth
cone that navigates long distances following pathfinding guidance cues until
it reaches its target, which it recognizes and where it forms a synapse.
Such is the typical depiction of a neuron that has guided thinking about
the problem of synaptic specificity for many years. In 1963, after he observed
in the fish visual system that outgrowing axons bypassed potential target
neurons until they arrived at the location of their correct partners, Roger
Sperry pointed out that some kind of genetically specified molecular recognition event must occur between pre- and postsynaptic cells (Sperry, 1963).
He proposed that this was achieved by expression of complementary
chemoaffinity molecules that would serve as molecular cell labels to allow
the two cells to recognize each other; he called these “individual
identification tags.”
Since Sperry, a large number of neural cell adhesion proteins have been
identified that are localized to synapses, are required for proper synapse formation or stability, and in some cases have synaptogenic activity. These proteins are good candidates for fulfilling the role of Sperry determinants (Chia,
Li, & Shen, 2013; Colon-Ramos, 2009; Hong & Luo, 2014; Langenhan,
Aust, & Hamann, 2013; Shapiro, Love, & Colman, 2007; Shen &
Scheiffele, 2010; Südhof, 2012; Takahashi & Craig, 2013; Williams, de
Wit, & Ghosh, 2010; Zipursky & Sanes, 2010). But it has not been possible
to determine in a definitive manner their possible general role as a code for
connectivity, as “individual identification tags,” because in most systems
where they have been studied there is no complete map of connections.
The picture of the C. elegans nervous system that emerges when we consider the posterior nervous system of the C. elegans male differs significantly
from that of the hermaphrodite. In this region, the structures of the neurons
and their connections are more typical. Here the complex connectivity
would seem to require some type of Sperry-determinant-like functions forming a general molecular code for connectivity.
In the male, the complement of neurons and muscles is augmented by
the postembryonic addition of 83 new neurons and 40 new muscles. Altogether 144 neurons and 64 muscles in the tail form a neural network created
by over 8000 separate chemical and gap junction synapses resulting in some
3200 connected cell pairs ( Jarrell et al., 2012). For comparison, the entire
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hermaphrodite nervous system has 302 neurons and about 4920 connected
cell pairs (not counting muscles) (Varshney, Chen, Paniagua, Hall, &
Chklovskii, 2011; White et al., 1986; this laboratory, unpublished). Unlike
in the hermaphrodite, where the en passant synapses are widely dispersed
around the nerve ring, in several ganglia, and along the ventral nerve cord,
in the male tail most of the synapses are concentrated within a single ganglion, the preanal ganglion (Fig. 2). Within this ganglion, neurons are not
arranged in constant bundles. They branch and intermingle within the
3D volume like strands of spaghetti. In an EM cross-section, as many as
200 neurite profiles may be present and an image looks very much like
one of mouse brain.
Three of the key structural features of the hermaphrodite nervous system
that seemed to simplify the problem of synaptic specificity do not apply to
the male mating circuits. First, the neurons that are generated
postembryonically are not necessarily born near where they are needed.
While some are born within the preanal ganglion, others are born and reside
in ganglia some distance away, from which they will send out their developing processes into the preanal ganglion (Fig. 2). Moreover, some of these
neurons lie at positions that vary from animal to animal having been swept
into their ganglion by morphogenetic remodeling of the tail region (Sulston
et al., 1980). To make their connections, as with neurogenesis in other nervous systems, they send out growth cones that navigate along pathways to
reach their targets in the preanal ganglion ( Jia & Emmons, 2006; Sulston
et al., 1980; Fig. 2). The cell lineage would not seem to play a role here
in setting initial cell contacts.

DNC

Proctodeum

DRG
Intestine
Gonad

Cloaca
LG(L)

LG(R)

PAG

VNC
CG(L)

Figure 2 Ganglia in the C. elegans male tail. CG(L), left cloacal ganglion; DNC, dorsal
nerve cord; DRG, dorsorectal ganglion; LG(L), left lumbar ganglion; LG(R), right lumbar
ganglion; PAG, preanal ganglion; VNC, ventral nerve cord; right cloacal ganglion not
shown. Cell bodies are distributed in each of the six ganglia. Synapses can be found
throughout, but are situated primarily within the PAG. Neurons outside this ganglion
send processes through commissures into it. Image from WormAtlas, http://www.
wormatlas.org.
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Second, many neurons in the mating circuits are branchy. For those navigating to the target area, upon arriving at the preanal ganglion, which they enter
at various points, their processes bifurcate repeatedly and grow among the other
processes as they seek their targets. Several embryonic neurons present in both
sexes also grow out new branches postembryonically within the ganglion.
Third, neurites are not constrained to a small number of fixed neighborhoods. Neurite outgrowth and branching make it possible in principle for
any neuron to come into contact with any other neuron or muscle. In a preliminary study, the frequency was determined with which the neighbors
encountered by one large male-specific interneuron in the preanal ganglion,
EF3, change along its length. To make a quantitative assessment of the stability of its neighborhoods, cells in contact with EF3 at the ends of 26 segments defined by branch points and endpoints were determined. Fifty-four
percent of the 56 neurites in contact at one end of a segment were not present at the other. Thus EF3, rather than running in a constant bundle, experiences a continually changing set of cell contacts. This might reflect active
targeting of this cell by the presynaptic neurons. Altogether, 36 different
neurons are presynaptic to EF3 over a total of 586 EM sections.

3. A WEALTH OF DETAIL AND COMPLEXITY
PC-based annotation of the electron micrographs of the male tail neuropil made it possible to capture more information about the structure than
was previously possible. Most notably, the sizes of the individual synapses
were measured. Synapse sizes along with the branchyness of the neurons
and the large number of both chemical and gap junction connections each
neuron forms with multiple partners present a reproducible structure with a
level of complexity that challenges our comprehension. To make some sense
of the network, the methods of mathematical graph theory proved to be
helpful ( Jarrell et al., 2012).
Several features need to be considered. The first is that each neuron in the
network interacts with many other neurons and sometimes also muscles.
The number of postsynaptic partners of a given neuron ranges continuously
from just a few to over 40, with a median of around 10; the number of input
and gap junction partners have similar distributions. (These distributions are
known as the degree distributions of the connectivity graphs in the language of
graph theory.) Each type of neuron has a distinct set of pre-, post-, and gap
junction synaptic partners. Each of these sets partially overlaps with those of
other cell types. How many different such sets are there? Based on the
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patterns of connectivity as well as other properties (like lineal origin and
neurotransmitter expression), the 144 neurons in the network can be
assigned to 73 different classes. (This calculation assumes left/right homologs
are equivalent cells of a single class and additionally that 73 cells that are not
left/right homologs are of 16 types ( Jarrell et al., 2012)). Seventy-three different classes mean there are 73 different ways neurons can select targets
among the available neurons and muscles.
Once a neuron recognizes an appropriate partner, it must know how to
respond. Some pairs of neurons interact exclusively by chemical synapse,
some by gap junction synapse, and some by both. Chemical connections
are sometimes only in one direction, but a large fraction are reciprocal (albeit
usually of different strengths). The prevalence of reciprocal connectivity
suggests the possibility that some cell interactions are homophillic.
Inclusion of synapse size in the analysis revealed that the interaction
between pre- and postsynaptic cells results in a specified strength of connection (the so-called edge weight in the connectivity graph). Jarrell et al. (2012)
drew this important conclusion by examining the similarity of connectivity
of equivalent neurons. Based on the morphological sizes and numbers of
synaptic contacts, each neuron has both strong and weak partners, differing
up to 100-fold in connection strength. It was found by comparing the sets of
connections made by equivalent neurons that both the strong and weak sets
exhibited statistically significant similarity. This observation indicates that
not only the set of synaptic partners and the type and direction of each synaptic connection but also the strength of synaptic interaction is genetically
specified for each interacting cell pair.
How do growth cones find their targets in the preanal ganglion? Do they follow reproducible pathways adhering to pre-defined neighbors? While a detailed
three-dimensional reconstruction has not yet been carried out, comparison of the
variable branching architectures of left/right homologs, presumptively equivalent cells, reveals little if any suggestion of such a reproducible architecture. As
an example, consider a left/right pair of sensory neurons with dendritic endings
in rays, R2BL and R2BR. These neurons are among the ones mentioned above
that have cell bodies residing at variable positions in ganglia widely separated from
the preanal ganglion. Their growth cones enter the preanal ganglion independently on opposite sides from commissures that, respectively, traverse around
the left and right sides of the body. While the neurites invade a similar region
of the ganglion, their branching structures bear no similarity and little relationship
to synapse formation (Fig. 3). Some branches are formed that make no synapses,
while others reach a productive region and make many synapses. Most branches
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grow beyond the last synapse. It looks like a random search. Yet in spite of these
differences, these neurons make similar (albeit far from identical) sets of connections (Fig. 3).

4. CAN CLUES AS TO THE IDENTITY OF “INDIVIDUAL
IDENTIFICATION TAGS” BE FOUND
IN THE PATTERNS OF CONNECTIONS?
The complexity strongly implies the existence of a relatively large set
of cell labels that collectively carry the instructions for forming the network.
As mentioned above, elsewhere in the C. elegans nervous system extracellular cell labels that induce or inhibit synapse formation can be expressed in
adjacent hypodermal or glial cells. However, most neurites in the male
preanal ganglion only contact other neurites, so it is likely that the neurites
themselves bear cell labels. It seems there must be many such labels in order
to generate the 73 distinct subsets of synaptic connections. White et al.
(1986) similarly pointed out that even in the hermaphrodite nervous system
the code must be combinatorial since the different sets of postsynaptic cells
intersect. Marshaling an argument based on parsimony, can evidence for
such overlapping sets of labels be deduced from the patterns of connections?
As an example, consider how the 36 cells that target EF3, which are of
21 different types, recognize it. There could be 21 different labels expressed
by EF3, one for each presynaptic cell type. More parsimoniously, EF3 could
express a single label (or a set of labels) that is recognized by each of the presynaptic cells. In this case, the members of the set of presynaptic cells should
all express the same receptor(s) that recognizes the EF3 label(s). Moreover,
the very likely identical EF1 and EF2 neurons, which have similar sets of
Figure 3 Homologous neurons have dissimilar branching structures in the preanal ganglion but similar sets of synaptic partners. Upper panels: the processes and synapses in
the PAG of a pair of homologous neurons, the ray sensory neurons R2BL and R2BR. The
cell bodies of these neurons are, respectively, in the left and right lumbar ganglia (Fig. 2).
Pink circles show sites of chemical synaptic output, magenta circles are chemical input,
and blue circles are gap junctions. These maps are from Wormwiring.org. Lower panels:
histograms comparing the synaptic relationships made by R2BL and R2BR. The neurons
listed along the bottom are the 68 neurons (out of 170) with synaptic interaction of
some kind with one or both of these two neurons. Data for left/right homologs of
R2BL and R2BR partners are combined; e.g., R1A represents the interaction with
R1AL plus R1AR. The vertical axis gives the total morphological strength of interaction
in number of EM serial sections. Note the differences in scales.
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presynaptic partners, should express the same label(s) as EF3. A fruitful
experimental approach could be to search for potential extracellular or transmembrane label proteins whose expression patterns match these respective
sets of pre- and postsynaptic cells.
As the classes of neurons presynaptic to EF1, EF2, and EF3 are also presynaptic to additional but in each case different postsynaptic cells, in addition
to sharing recognition for the EF determinant, they must express additional
recognition molecules. In a combinatorial code for synapse formation, each
neuron might express a number of these determinants. The number that
matched those expressed by another cell might determine the probability
of synapse formation. It is in this manner that the number of matching isomorphs of DSCAM proteins expressed by neurons in Drosophila determines
the probability of repulsion between them (Hattori, Millard, Wojtowicz, &
Zipursky, 2008). Similarly in mammals, combinations of protocadherin
isoforms determine single-cell identities (Thu et al., 2014). Multiple determinants, each contributing to a probability of synapse formation, would provide a flexibility that could allow for gradual changes in synaptic strength and
ultimately evolution of connectivity.
In a second example, consider the preanal ganglion interneuron/
motorneuron pair PVV and PDB. Male-specific, postembryonic PVV targets ventral bodywall motor circuitry. Sex nonspecific, embryonic PDB
innervates dorsal bodywall motorneurons and muscles. Both neurons are
extensively branched (the PDB branches are male-specific) and receive significant input, particularly sensory input (Fig. 4). PVV and PDB are clearly
not equivalent cells. Yet they receive very similar patterns of synaptic inputs
(Fig. 4). Among the 18 ray neuron types, four have no input to either while
nine have input to both. Only five have input to just one or the other, and
among these, only R5B has relatively strong input to just one, PVV. Once
again, a parsimonious explanation is that, with regard to recognition for synapse formation, as far as many neurons are concerned PVV and PDB are
indistinguishable. A subset of ray and other neurons have receptors that recognize and interact with the PVV and PDB labels more or less avidly while
all other cells do not. A search could be made for genes whose pattern of
expression could explain this connectivity.

5. CANDIDATES FOR CELL LABELS
As mentioned above, studies in many systems have identified cell surface recognition and adhesion proteins expressed at synapses. These
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variously are necessary for normal synaptogenesis or synapse function or
maintenance, and many can induce synapse formation in cell culture experiments. The C. elegans genome contains numerous homologs of these genes,
as well as genes encoding similar transmembrane proteins with recognizable
protein–protein interaction extracellular domains. Hobert has provided a
valuable listing (Hobert, 2013). Thus there is no dearth of candidate proteins
for subserving the function of Sperry’s tags. White and co-workers, nearly
30 years ago, looked forward to the identification of synaptic recognition
determinants or critical cell adhesion molecules through analysis of
C. elegans behavioral mutants (White, 1985; White et al., 1986). It has
not happened and one wonders why. The system must be so overdetermined that it is not readily penetrable through forward genetic screens. This
should perhaps not be surprising. The wiring is so complex it cannot be constructed exactly the same every time. If that were necessary, developmental
error would preclude a functional outcome. We now have direct evidence
that some of the genes very likely to be involved (a prominent example is
neurexin, which is widely expressed in the C. elegans nervous system), have
no obvious loss-of-function mutant phenotype. This state of affairs is likely
due to redundancy at two levelsdeach synaptic connection is probably
determined by multiple interactions and, second, function of the network
is robust to changes in the strengths of individual connections.

6. CONCLUSION
The availability of a complete connectome allows us to view the problem of synaptic specificity both from a global and a detailed perspective. The
detailed information makes the wiring problem seem more difficult but the
global view provides a way to solve it. By examination of the whole,
Figure 4 PVV and PDB are distinct neurons with similar patterns of synaptic input. Top
panels show the overlapping branching structures of PVV and PDB in the preanal ganglion. PVV extends further anteriorly into the ventral cord, while PDB sends a process posteriorly around the end of the tail to the dorsal side. Both have output onto bodywall
muscles. The blue boxes are the cell bodies. The horizontal axes show the serial section
number of the transverse serial sections (A–P axis); the vertical axis shows position along
the D–V axis; the maps are flattened along the L–R axis. The top histogram shows connectivity data for all the ray neurons; R1A(L/R), R2A(L/R), R3A(L/R), and R6B(L/R) make
no connection to either PVV or PDB. The bottom histogram shows data for all the
remaining neurons that make a chemical connection to either neuron. Data for left/right
homologs and other equivalent neurons are combined.
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including in the analysis both chemical synapses and gap junction connections, as opposed to one synaptic connection at a time, and comparing the
entire set of connections to the expression patterns of the neural cell adhesion proteins that are the presumptive cell labels for synapse formation, it
should be possible to discern a pattern that reveals the underlying code.
The landscape of cell labels is expected to act progressively over a series
of steps—to guide growth cones to a general target area, to promote or
inhibit contact with other neurons, to adhere partners together, and finally
to trigger synapse formation, or possibly to inhibit itdeach step making an
incremental contribution to specificity. The expression patterns of the cell
labels that encode the wiring must map onto the pattern of synaptic connections in a logical way. The wiring diagram is encoded in the protein–protein
interaction domains of the cell labels, and in the genomic regulatory
sequences that govern their cell-specific expression.
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